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In science, work is defined as the force needed to move an object a certain distance. The amount of work done
per unit of time is called power.

EXAMPLE.DT
Suppose you and a friend are helping a neighbor to reshingle the roof of his home. You each carry 10.0 bundies
of shingles weighing 300. newtons apiece up to the roof which is 7.00 meters from the ground. You are able to
carry the shingles to the roof in 10.0 minutes but your friend needs 20.0 minutes.

Both of you did the same amount of work (force x distance) but you did the work in a shorter time.

lA = Fx d
W = 10 bundles of shingles(300 N/bundle) x 7.00 m = 21,000 joules
However, you had more power than your friend.
Power

(wotts) = S9illi9glef}
Time (seconds)

-_,-etos do the math to see how this is possibie,

Step one: Convert minutes to seconds.

10 minutes

2C minuias x

seconds
" 60minute
X

60 seconds
minute

=

= 600 seconds (You)
1.,

2C0 seconds (Fr"iend)

Step twc: Find power.

+ipgf:i"f
VVL/

JISUL,T

I\JJ

= 35 wons

(you)

g49oteuiff- = 17.5 worrs (Friend)
1,7AA seconds
As you can see, the same amount of work that is done in less time produces more power. You are famiiiar with
the word watt from a light bulb. Is it now clear to you wtry a iO0-watt bul-b is more powerfui than a 40-watt bulb?
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PRACTICefu<-1.
2.
3.
4.

A motor does 5,000 joules of work in 20 seconds. What is the power of the motor?
A machine does 1,500 joules of work in 30 seconds. What is the power of this machine?
A hair dryer

uses 7Z.000joules

of energy in 60 seconds. What is the power of this hair dryer?

A toaster oven uses 67,500 joules of energy in 45 seconds to toast a piece of bread. What is the power of the
oven?

5.

A horse moves a sleigh 1.00 kilometer by applying a horizontal2,000-newton force on its harness for
45 minutes. What is the power of the horse? (Hint: Convert time to seconds.)

6.

A wagon is pulled at a speed of 0.40 meters/sec by a horse exerting an 1.800-newton horizontal force. What
is the power of this horse?

7.

Supposeaforceof l00newtonsisusedtopushanobjectadistanceof 5metersin 15 seconds.Findthework
done and the power for this situation.

8.

Emily's vacuum cieaner has a power rating of 200 watts. If the vacuum cleaner does 360,000 joules of work,
how long did Emily spend vacuuming?

9.

Nicholas spends 20 minutes ironing shirts with his I ,800-watt iron. How mdny joules of energy were used
by the iron? (Hint: convert time to seconds).
a clothes dryer 45 minutes to dry a ioad of torrrels.
rhe rmrrolc rvhat ic the pOVrer fating Of the maehine?

10. tt take

I

i.

A

If the dryer uses 6,750,000 joules of energSz to dr.

1000-watt microwave oven takes 90 seconds to heat a bowi of soup. How many jouies of energy does

it

use?

12. A force of 100 newtons is used to move an object
work done and the time it takes to do the work.

a

distance of l5 meters with a power of 25 watts. Find the

a small machine does 2,500 joules of

work on an object to move it a distance of 100 meters in I 0 seconds,
what is the iorce needeci to do the work? What is the powei of the machine doing the work?

13. If

14. A machine uses a force of 200 newtons to do 20,000 jouies of work in 20 seconds. Find the distance the
object moved anci the power of the machine. (Hint: A joule is the same as a Ne.*ton-meter.)
15. A machine that uses 200 waus of power moves an object a distance of 15 meters in 25 seconds. Find the
force needed and the work done bv this machine.

